
My First Marathon: Learning From Your Mistakes 
It’s not everyday that you convince yourself that eating a large pizza is a good idea and 

is completely justifiable. In fact, on the day I chose to do it, it wasn’t a badge of honor either. 
That’s when I learned rule number one of running marathons: Don’t listen to other people. My 
first marathon was the Walt Disney World Marathon back in January 2009. I flew down to 
Florida a few days early to visit the theme parks and to see some friends of mine who lived 
there. I had everything planned as far as what parks I wanted to go to and what rides I 
wanted to hit. Everything, that is, except for my pre-race meal. I was so excited about where 
my race was and all of the other things I was looking forward to that I didn’t really make a 
race plan for myself. All of my friends, runners and non-runners kept telling me that I needed 
to "carb up" and "carbo-load." I had never done that before my long runs before so I didn't see 
why I would change that now. My body functioned very well on eating normal meals before 
long runs. So,I planned to just eat a normal meal, but I would eat slightly more than usual 
since I would be running so much the day after. That's what made sense to me. Well, during 
the first few days of the trip I started to 
question my logic. Maybe this was one 
of those times that I should listen to 
others. So, the night before the race my 
friends Julie and Sarah asked, "What do 
you want for dinner?" My skewed and 
mixed thoughts brought me to one 
conclusion...Pizza. After all, it is 
something I like, has plenty of carbs and 
cheese, while it contains plenty of fat, 
is also rich in protein. However, I was 
missing one big thing. Regardless of the 
fact that I didn't yet know that the body 
doesn't process dairy very efficiently or 
effectively and that since I rarely eat 
dairy my body would process it even 
slower, I proceeded to eat 3/4 of a large 
pizza. At the end, I was satisfied. I ate something I enjoyed. I had plenty of stored 
carbohydrates and fats to burn and I was sure this would carry me through to the end. I set 
my alarm for 3:45am and went to sleep.  

 Race morning, the race started at 5:50am but you 
needed to be in your corral by 5am according to the 
official guide. Sarah was amazing enough to wake up 
with me and drive me. I don’t know about you but I 
don’t know a lot of people who want to wake up at 4am 
to drive me to a marathon. On race day I had a lot of 
nerves. I didn't want to fail. I didn't believe I would but 
at the same time I knew 26.2 miles was a long way and 
anything could happen. I didn’t want to quit. I didn’t 
want to get hurt. Because I didn't yet know what I 
would be capable of at this distance I had my sights set 
between 3:10, which would qualify me for Boston 2009 
and 2010, and being under 4 hours. I had read that 
under 4 hours for one's first marathon was a good 
accomplishment for someone who wasn't previously a 
runner. So, I believed quite a bit in myself and what I 
could do but I also wanted to be realistic. On the drive 
to Epcot, where the race started, my mistake the night 
prior, started to rear its ugly head. My stomach started 



churning and gurgling. I was already a bit nervous but now I was even more so. I didn't want 
my first marathon to be marred by a dietary mistake. When we arrived I quickly made my way 
through the athlete's village and went to the restroom. I felt a lot better. Until, 20 minutes 
later I had to go again. I was hopeful that that would be the end of it, or at least the worst of 
it. I was wrong. This was one mistake I was going to pay for throughout my race,  

 We all stood, about 20,000 strong, in the pitch 
dark on a service road right outside of Epcot.  Mickey, 
Minnie, Donald and Goofy came out to start the race. At 
this point I wasn't certain of anything. All bets were now 
off and I stood as strong as I could in Corral B hoping I 
was good enough to run with those around me. The 
thing about a marathon, especially the first one, is that 
it is as much mental as it is physical, possibly even more 
so. The race started promptly at 5:50am in true Disney 
fashion with fireworks blasting out of the top of the 
Start line structure. We were off! I felt exhilarated as 
we made our way around the massive parking lot toward 
the back of the park where we would enter Epcot in the 
World Showcase. I didn't make it there unscathed. On 
Mile 2, while I had been holding about an 8:30 pace, I 
already had to stop at the first bathroom I could find. 
Frustrated and feeling a bit down I blasted out of the 
bathroom looking to make up some ground. We exited 
Epcot and made our way toward the Magic Kingdom. We 
would enter there on Mile 9, just in time for me to stop 
again for the bathroom for the third time (I had to stop 
on Mile 8 before entering Magic Kingdom). After the 
third bathroom stop I was pretty sure there couldn't be 
much left inside me. I was able to find a groove and run 
through Animal Kingdom and make my way to Disney's 
Hollywood Studios but one last time, as if to let me 

know I made a huge 
mistake, if I didn't know already, I had to stop one final 
time on Mile 21. My finishing time was a 3:52. While it 
was an accomplishment, it wasn't anywhere near what I 
wanted, nor did I feel it was indicative of what I was 
capable of. In my mind I had ruined my first marathon 
experience. I went back and showered and looked at my 
watch data. I had clicked the lap button while entering all 
4 bathroom stops and again as I re-entered the course. I 
had lost about 14 minutes. I figured I could have probably 
run a 3:38-3:40 had I not eaten the pizza the night 
before. My first marathon was disappointing, but at this 
point it was behind me and could only serve as a learning 
experience. It was a huge motivator.  
 And, that’s truly what life is about. It’s about 
making mistakes, learning from them and moving 
forward. I knew I could do better than I had and was 
already planning my next marathon before I crossed the 
finish of my first one. This self-created hurdle was merely 
there as a motivating push toward my next 
accomplishment. It was all about the way that I would 
respond to it.  
 


